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Joint Consultative Committee for Local Government 
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Archie Aitken 
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Notice is given that a Meeting of the JOINT CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE FOR LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES COMMITTEE is to be held within the Civic Centre, Motherwell on 
Tuesday,  8 October 2019 at 2:00 pm which you are requested to attend. 
 
The agenda of business is attached. 
    

Head of Legal and Democratic Solutions  

Members :     Councillors: D Ashraf, D Baird, C Barclay, A Beveridge, M Coyle, T Douglas, K Duffy, 

A Feeney, P Kelly, J Logue, H McVey, and D Stocks. 

 

 M Quigley, Unison, Vice-Convener: C McGuire and S Traynor GMB; A Clark, 

D Lowrie, C Ross, M Simpson, J Struthers and J Watson, Unison and M Scroggie, 

and J Rooney, Unite (T&G)  
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 Agenda

(1) Election of Convener and Vice-Convener

(2) Declarations of Interest in terms of the Ethical Standards in Public Life Etc (Scotland) Act 2000

(3) Items submitted by Joint Trade Unions for discussion

 (a) Cuts to Council Budgets

 (b) Rationalisation of Property - Creation of Hubs - Service Delivery

 (c) No Compulsory Redundancy Agreement

(4) Reports for Noting - Previously Approved by the Finance and Resources Committee on 18
September 2019

 (a) Mental Health and Wellbeing Strategy (page 5 - 16)
Submit report by the Head of People and Organisational Development approved by the
Finance  and  Resources  Committee  on  18  September  2019  here  for  noting  (copy
herewith)

 (b) Digital Workforce and Skills Programme (page 17 - 26)
Submit report by the Head of People and Organisational Development Approved by
the Finance and Resources Committee on 18 September 2019 here for noting (copy
herewith)

 (c) Special Leave Policy (page 27 - 60)
Submit report by the Head of People and Organisational Development Approved by
the Finance and Resources Committee on18 September 2019 here for noting (copy
herewith)

(5) Associated Employer (ALEO's)
Verbal update by the Head of People and Organisational Development
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North Lanarkshire Council 
Report 
Finance and Resources Committee  

  
 approval  noting Ref FW/HL Date 18 Sept 2019 

  

Mental Health & Wellbeing Strategy 
 
 

From  Fiona Whittaker, Head of People and Organisational Development 

Email LiddleH@northlan.gov.uk Telephone 01698 520629 
 

 

 

Executive Summary 

Mental ill health is the leading cause of sickness absence in North Lanarkshire Council 
and all other major organisations.  This report presents the Mental Health & Wellbeing 
Strategy, developed by a cross organisational group including our trade union partners. 

  

Recommendations 

It is recommended that Committee: 

1. Approve the new Mental Health & Wellbeing Strategy 
2. Note the intention to develop additional supports, as outlined in paragraph 2.3. 
3. Otherwise note the contents of this report 

 

 

The Plan for North Lanarkshire 
 
 
Priority                                Improve the council's resource base 
 
Ambition Statement            Build a workforce for the future, capable of delivering on our shared 

priorities and ambition. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
    

 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM 4A
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1. Background 
 
1.1 Mental ill health and stress conditions are one of the leading causes of disease 

and disability in our society.  In North Lanarkshire Council, sickness absence 
relating to mental health related conditions currently account for around 30% of 
all absences.  Indeed, it has been the top reason for absence for approximately 
four years. 

 
1.2 Although the Council offers a range of training materials to support mental 

health and has been providing access to employee counselling for more than 
ten years, a formal request was made by Unison for the Council to consider the 
development of a policy or strategy to support mental health awareness in the 
workplace.  A working group, consisting of People & Organisational 
Development colleagues, managers from across a range of services and 
representatives from teaching and non-teaching trade unions was established 
to discuss the development of the Strategy and ideas for other support 
mechanisms.  The diverse membership of the working group has ensured that 
our approach fits well with other work underway, particularly within the teaching 
environment and in Health & Social Care. 

 
 

 
2. Report 
 
2.1 The early discussions of the working group focused on the key issues 

associated with mental health in the workplace and what the Council’s priorities 
should be.  It was clear that our approach needs to be about much more than 
the Strategy, and needs to focus on how we equip managers to talk about 
mental health, and how we raise awareness of the signs and symptoms of 
mental ill health, before it becomes a problem. 

 
2.2 The Strategy (attached at Appendix One) is applicable to all employees and 

sets out the Council’s commitment to promoting positive mental health and 
wellbeing.  It sits alongside the Managing Attendance Policy (currently under 
review) and demonstrates the Council’s intention to strengthen the positive 
factors of employment – such as support and development – and provide 
opportunities to manage stress and build resilience in the workforce. 

 
2.3 It is recognised that the Strategy is only the starting point in the work which the 

Council needs to do to support mental health and wellbeing in the workplace.  
Other ideas under consideration, include: 

 
• Development of a training programme for line managers.  Training will 

focus on helping managers to feel more confident in speaking to their 
team about mental ill health.  It is important to note that the intention is 
not to turn managers into counsellors, but recognise that support from 
a line manager at an early stage can help employees find the 
assistance needed. 

• Review and refresh of existing training materials, available to all 
employees. 

• Consideration of the use of Mental Health First Aiders.  A Mental 
Health First Aider in the workplace is the go-to person for anyone who 
is going through some form of mental health issue. The first aider will 
be present to help guide the person in distress to the relevant help that 
they need. They will also have the relevant knowledge to be able to 
spot someone who is developing a mental health issue. They will, 
therefore, be able to intervene before it escalates. 
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• Review of the Council’s stress risk assessment process to ensure it 
remains fit for purpose. 

• Review and provide information on mental health support during the 
recruitment process. 

• Leverage the use of NL Life to ensure that employees have access to 
a wide range of resources to support mental health. There are many 
excellent resources now being made available in North Lanarkshire, 
such as those encompassed within the new Mental Health Strategy in 
development by NHS Lanarkshire.   

• The Council will ensure that all employees are signposted to the full 
range of available support both within the Council and more widely 
including materials provided by our occupational health provider. 

 
 

 
3. Equality and Diversity 
 
3.1 Fairer Scotland Duty 
   

There are no Fairer Scotland implications. 
  
3.2 Equality Impact Assessment  
 
 The Mental Health & Wellbeing Strategy has been subject to the Equality 

Impact Assessment process. 
   

 
 
4. Implications 
 
4.1 Financial Impact 
 
 There are no direct financial implications.  However, any action which helps 

reduce sickness absence linked to mental ill health will attract financial savings. 
   
4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact 
 
 The Mental Health & Wellbeing Strategy will be published in line with Council 

policy and procedures. 
   
4.3 Environmental Impact 
 
 There are no environmental impacts. 
  
4.4 Risk Impact  
 
 The ongoing risk relates to increasing incidence of sickness absence relating to 

mental ill health.  While the Strategy in itself does not guarantee a reduction in 
such absences, it is hoped that a preventative approach will have a positive 
impact on sickness absence levels. 
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5. Measures of success 
 
5.1 The Mental Health & Wellbeing Strategy will set out the Council’s commitment 

to addressing workplace mental health and wellbeing issues, promote the 
employment of people who have experienced mental health problems, and 
support them once they are at work. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiona Whittaker 
Head of People & Organisational Development 
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Mental Health & Wellbeing Strategy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Author Heather Liddle Contact 
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liddleh@northlan.gov.uk 

Owner Fiona Whittaker whittakerf@northlan.gov.uk 
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1. Introduction 
 
North Lanarkshire Council acknowldges that mental ill health and stress can be associated 
with many of the leading causes of disease and disability in our society. Promoting and 
protecting the mental wellbeing of our workforce is important for individuals’ physical 
health, social wellbeing and productivity. Mental wellbeing in the workplace is relevant to all 
employees and everyone can contribute to improved mental wellbeing at work. 
 
As an employer, the Council has for many years promoted positive mental health and 
wellbeing, with employee counselling services made available to all employees at all levels.  It 
is recognised however that more can and must be done, given the known increase in 
incidence of mental health issues within our own workforce and in society as a whole.    
 
Addressing workplace mental health and wellbeing can help strengthen the positive, 
protective factors of employment, reducing risk factors for mental ill health and improving 
general health. It can also help promote the employment of people who have experienced 
mental health problems, and support them once they are at work. 
 
Important aspects of our mental health and wellbeing include providing information and 
raising awareness, promoting preventative and self-management techniques, fostering 
management skills to deal with issues around mental health and stress effectively, 
developing a supportive workplace culture, providing stress management and resilience 
building skills for employees, offering assistance, advice and support to anyone experiencing 
a mental health problem or returning to work after a period of absence due to mental health 
problems.  
 
2. Scope: 

This strategy applies to all North Lanarkshire Council employees. 
 
 
3. Direction Statement: 

The Council is committed to the protection and promotion of the mental health and wellbeing 
of all employees. 
 
The Council shall continuously strive, as far as is reasonably practicable, to promote mental 
health throughout the organisation by establishing and maintaining processes that enhance 
mental health and wellbeing. 
 
4. The Legal Position 

Under the Equality Act (2010) it is illegal to discriminate directly or indirectly against a person 
who considers themselves to be disabled.  You also cannot discriminate against anyone 
because of an association with a disability, for example, an employee who cares for a disabled 
relative.  A disability is defined as a physical or mental impairment that has a long term, adverse 
effect on a person’s ability to carry out normal day to day activities. 
 
Under this legislation, employees experiencing ongoing poor mental health may be 
considered to have a disability.  As an employer, we must therefore ensure that any employee 
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who considers themselves to be disabled is treated fairly and, where appropriate, that we make 
reasonable adjustments to enable them to do their job to the best of their ability. 
 
 
 
5. Definitions 

“Mental Health influences how we think and feel about ourselves and others and how we 
interpret events.  It affects our capacity to learn, to communicate and to form, sustain and end 
relationships.  It influences our ability to cope with change, transition and life events.” 
(Scotland’s Healthy Working Lives Mental Health and Wellbeing Policy & Guidance) 
 
For the purposes of this strategy the following terms will be used: 
 
Mental health – we all have mental health.  This is an umbrella term which refers to a range 
from positive mental health to poor mental health.  This can be mild to moderate or more serious, 
severe and enduring.  Your mental health doesn’t stay the same.  It can fluctuate as circumstances 
change and as you move through different stages in your life. 
 
Mental health problem – a term that refers to symptoms that meet the criteria for clinical 
diagnosis of a defined mental health condition – for example, depression or anxiety.  However, a 
diagnosis isn’t required to have a mental health problem.   
 
We may find these early warning signs of a problem hard to see in ourselves, and it can help 
to have colleagues who can help us connect this to our mental health. 
 
Wellbeing – a term that includes life satisfaction and psychological wellbeing – for example, 
having a sense of control, purpose in life, a sense of belonging and positive relationships with 
others.  Being comfortable, happy or healthy. 
 
Resilience – a term that refers to the ability to function well under pressure, adapt to changing 
demands and recover (quickly) from the impact of difficult situations. Like mental health, 
resilience can fluctuate over time. It can be strengthened through a set of learnable skills. 
 
6. Strategy Objectives 
 
(i) To develop a supportive culture, build resilience and address factors that may 

negatively affect mental wellbeing, and to develop management skills. 
 
 Associated actions: 
 

• Reduce discrimination and stigma by increasing awareness and understanding of 
mental health problems 

 
• Give employees information on and increase their awareness of mental wellbeing 

 
• Include information about the mental health and wellbeing strategy in the staff 

induction programme. 
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• Provide training for designated staff in the early identification, causes and appropriate 
management of mental health issues such as anxiety, depression, stress and change 
management. 

 
 
(ii) To support employees to minimise the risk of mental ill health by providing 

information on how to control stress, increase resilience and to boost low self-
esteem as a way to help keep symptoms under control. 

Associated actions: 
 

• Provide opportunities for employees to look after their mental wellbeing, for example 
through physical activity, stress reducing activities and social events. 

 
• Provide systems that encourage predictable working hours, reasonable workloads and 

flexible working practices where appropriate. 
 

• Establish good two-way communication to ensure staff involvement, particularly 
during periods of organisational change. 

 
• Promote and support opportunities to enhance professional development, identified 

through Performance Review & Development (PRD). 
 
 
(iii) To provide support for employees experiencing mental health difficulties. 
 
Associated actions: 
 

• Ensure individuals suffering from mental health problems are treated fairly and 
consistently. 

 
• Manage return to work for those who have experienced mental health problems and 

in cases of long-term sickness absence, put in place, where possible, a phased return 
to work. 

 
• Ensure employees are aware of the support that can be offered through occupational 

health, Time for Talking or alternatively their own GP, or a counsellor.  
 

• Treat all matters relating to individual employees and their mental health problems in 
the strictest confidence and share on a ‘need to know’ basis only with consent from 
the individual concerned. 

 
(iv) To encourage the employment of people who have experienced mental health 

problems. 
 
Associated actions: 
 

• Show a positive and enabling attitude to employees and job applicants with mental 
health issues. This includes having positive statements in recruitment literature. 
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• Ensure that all staff involved in recruitment and selection are briefed on mental 

health issues and are trained in appropriate interview skills. 
 

• Ensure all line managers have information and training about managing mental 
health in the workplace. 

 
(v) To recognise that workplace stress is a health and safety issue. 
 
Associated actions: 
 

• Adopt the principles of the HSE Stress Management Standards for employees.  
• Consult with trade union safety representatives on all proposed action relating to the 

prevention of workplace stress. 
 

• Provide training in good management practices 
 

• Provide confidential counselling and adequate resources. 
 

• Align with other relevant policies such as the Alcohol & Drugs Policy, Smarter 
Working Policy and Managing Attendance. 

 
 
7. Responsibilities 
 
The Council 
 

• Promote and support positive mental health and wellbeing for all employees. 
• Ensure that managers have the necessary training and guidance to appropriately 

respond to employees presenting with poor mental health and/or confidential 
disclosures of a mental health diagnosis. 

• Build a culture that tackles mental health stigma, discrimination and harassment. 
• Develop a culture that breaks the silence around mental health. 
• Provide access to a range of appropriate support mechanisms. 

 
Managers 
 

• Lead by example, promoting positive working practices. 
• Undertake appropriate, relevant training to ensure a good understanding of mental 

health issues and appropriate management practices. 
• Be understanding, sensitive and available to employees who wish to discuss or 

disclose information about their mental health. 
• Understand the early signs of poor mental health.  Where there are concerns, discuss 

with the employee quickly and sensitively to enable the offer of proactive support to 
be accessed at an early stage. 

• Empower employees by making them aware of the supports available, including 
training and development opportunities. 
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• Encourage a culture that prevents stigma, discrimination or harassment around the 
subject of mental health and to employees who may be struggling with poor mental 
health. 

• Provide a safe work environment where employees can discuss mental health, 
individually or in teams. 

• Support employees before, during and after returning to work following a period of 
absence due to poor mental health. 

 
Employees 
 

• Be aware of their own mental health and wellbeing, and how to stay healthy. 
• Recognise the importance of mental health and wellbeing and its impact on 

resilience. 
• Support a culture where mental wellbeing is valued and promoted and where mental 

health stigma, discrimination or harassment linked to mental health is not tolerated. 
• Support their colleagues when they want to discuss their own mental health 

concerns. 
• If concerned about their mental health, speak to their line manager, People & 

Organisational Development, trade union or employee forum representative. 
 
 
8. Communication 
 
All employees will be made aware of the Mental Health and Wellbeing Strategy and the 
support available. 
 
Regular updates will be provided to all employees. 
 
 
9. Review and monitoring 

The strategy will be reviewed on an ongoing basis. 
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North Lanarkshire Council 
Report 
Finance & Resources Committee 

  

☒approval ☐noting Ref FW/ST Date 18/09/19 
 
 

Digital Workforce & Skills Programme - Phase 1 
 
 

  From  Whittakerf@northlan.gov.uk 

  Email  tennants@northlan.gov.uk Telephone 01698 520635 
 

 

Executive Summary 
 
The DigitalNL transformation programme has three key aspirations; to digitise council 
services, stimulate economic growth and upskill staff and residents to enable them to 
deliver on our digital ambition. In March 2019, the full business case for DigitalNL was 
approved by Policy & Strategy Committee with investment for an indicative five year 
programme of work to significantly change the way we deliver our services.  
 
Fundamental to the success of Digital NL is the programme of work which will enable us 
to build digital skills, both within our own staff, and across residents and communities in 
North Lanarkshire.  This will encompass a broad skills development strategy and a multi-
year supporting programme of work which will involve a wide range of teams from across 
the Council.   
 
As well as the Digital NL programme itself, teams from the Digital Economy and Place 
programme, the People and Organisational Development service, the Education & 
Families service and the Community Learning and Development service will work together 
to take forward a comprehensive digital skills programme.  This will include working with 
businesses, third sector providers and other delivery partners to transform our digital 
learning infrastructure and environment, and create high quality and engaging digital 
learning curriculums and content.  
 
A number of digital skills programmes are now underway or in development and this report 
provides Finance and Resources Committee with an overview of the strategic direction and 
broad first phase programme of work which will enable us to build a digital ready workforce 
across North Lanarkshire. 
   

Recommendations 
It is recommended that Finance and Resources committee endorse the high level strategic 
direction for this work, note the progress to date and support plans to further enhance our 
capability to develop digital skills across North Lanarkshire.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM 4B
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1. Background 
 
1.1 We Aspire was approved by the former Policy & Resources Committee in September 

2018 to promote and invest in activities that deliver on the principles of Live, Learn, 
Work, Invest and Visit. Through the DigitalNL aspects of this ambition, the council has 
set out its stall to become a leading digital authority in Scotland. 

 
1.2  The detailed Digital NL ambition for the council was shared in detail with the Policy and 

Strategy Committee on 21 March 2019. This outlined the illustrative transformational 
benefits available to employees, businesses, communities and partners, and the 
indicative investment required to realise these transformational benefits.  

 
1.3  Since the launch of the Digital NL programme in late 2018, there have been a number 

of digital workforce and skills development activities undertaken, beginning with the 
completion of an ‘essential digital skills’ survey in November 2018 which was sent to 
all employees across the Council.  

 
1.4 This was followed by the establishment of a community of “Digital Transformers”, 

drawn from a cross service range of employees and designed to support each of the 
services as they progress on their digital transformation.  This community will act as 
an ongoing support network to assist in embedding digital skills and new ways of 
working within all services. An ongoing programme of development and engagement 
will support our Digital Transformers to increase their impact and change management 
capabilities. 

   
1.5 In Dec 2018, the Digital Economy and Place programme published its ambition to 

provide equal access for communities and businesses to digital learning environments 
and resources.  This programme is currently in development and will include 
partnership work with industry & business to develop training and education that will 
meet their current and future digital skills needs and gaps. 

 
1.6 In May 2019, the Council launched a very successful “Learning at Work Week” focused 

on Digital Skills. This event saw a number of different digital skills activities take place 
over the week; it also provided valuable further insight into the likely future digital skills 
which will be required as the Digital NL programme gathers pace. 

 
1.7 In May 2019, the Education and Families service also published their Digital NL 

Classroom – Learning for the Future ambition, in a report to the Education and Families 
committee. This set out the digital future for North Lanarkshire’s Schools, with a plan 
to deliver enhanced digital classroom arrangements which are aligned to the needs of 
young people and better linked to key employment sectors.    

 

 

The Plan for North Lanarkshire 
 
Priority  Improve North Lanarkshire's resource base 

Ambition statement (23) Build a workforce for the future capable of delivering on our 
priorities and shared ambition 
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1.8 Finally, as part of the initial phase release of the Digital NL programme, work is 
underway within services to implement the digital transformation of key processes and 
ways of working, and there have been, 50 service specific Future Operating Model 
sessions during June and July 2019. As part of these, service managers have mapped 
the specific digital skills gaps which will emerge as they implement the digital 
transformation of their processes and work systems, and these will be taken forward 
to develop programmes and solutions which will support delivery.  

 
1.9 This remainder of this report sets out the strategic direction for the overall Digital Skills 

Programme and the development of a digitally enabled workforce for North 
Lanarkshire. This includes an overview the phase 1 plans for 2019/20 to equip staff, 
young people, residents and communities with the confidence, knowledge and skills to 
adopt and embed new digital skills and improved ways of working and living. This takes 
into account current digital skills work such as the North Lanarkshire Partnership’s 
existing Digital NL learning offer. 

 
1.10 In 2014, North Lanarkshire Partnership approved the NL Community Learning & 

Development Partnership Strategy 2014-18. This included a joint commitment from 
local learning and skills providers to work towards a ‘Digitally Included North 
Lanarkshire’. As a result, a paper was presented at CMT in August 2014 
recommending the creation of a co-ordinated community-based learning offer called 
‘Digital North Lanarkshire’. Through funding from NLC, New College Lanarkshire and 
other partners, a Digital NL learning programme for residents and staff has been in 
place since 2016 via over 40 learning providers.  The initial pilot is due to end in 
December 2019 and the future direction, model and funding will be agreed. 

 
  

 
 

2. Report 

 
2.1 Overall Programme Objectives 
  

 The overall objective of the Council’s Digital Workforce and Skills Programme PO62, 
is “To develop and deliver a digital workforce strategy and skills programme to build a 
digital ready workforce across North Lanarkshire”.   

This broad objective will be supported by three distinct but fully linked programmes of 
work which will underpin initiatives and programmes delivered within the Council (in 
regards to Digital NL and our own digital workforce transition); in our Education service, 
(building digital skills and capabilities in our young people) and out with the Council 
(supporting residents, communities and businesses).  

The three distinct programmes of work are: 

• Digital NL – Workforce & Skills Programme 
• Digital NL Classroom – Learning for the Future 
• Digital Economy and Place – Digital Skills & Inclusion 

 
2.2  Digital NL – Workforce and Skills Programme 
 

Building ‘essential digital skills’ programme in NLC 
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2.2.1 Following the completion of the Digital Skills survey, the Council has invested our 
Flexible Workforce Development Fund allocation towards a digital upskilling provision 
to be delivered by New College Lanarkshire between May and October 2019. This will 
see over 280 staff attend one of 23 workshops covering basic digital skills, basic excel 
and word, intermediate excel, advanced excel and photo shop.  

 
2.2.2 Our Learning at Work week, from 13th to 17th May 2019, was very successful and we 

have another week of activity planned for May 2020 with additional targeted support 
for services directly undergoing their own digital transformation. It should be noted that 
five other local authorities are now adopting our approach to Learning at Work week in 
their Council’s during September 2019.  

 
2.2.3 Feedback from our Essential Digital Skills Survey also highlighted that increased use 

of mobile devices to access a range of work based information requires additional 
awareness regarding online security from a professional and personal perspective. To 
address this need, we have now produced two short animated videos to provide 
straightforward information and tips on how to protect personal data and carry out 
secure web-based transactions. Due to the significant positive response we have 
received on these videos, they will be shared with communities via our social media 
feeds including Facebook and Twitter.  

 
2.2.4 Our ‘Digital Transformer’ community has now grown to around 40 employees, and has 

actively been supporting ongoing digital skills development across the Council. We 
have also secured additional funding from Skills Development Scotland for 11 
employees in more specialist roles to undertake Digital Diplomas to further enhance 
their knowledge and skills. We are continuing to promote this opportunity across 
services. 

  
2.2.5 We have now created a ‘Digital Skills’ toolkit on LearnNL signposting all of the free 

resources available to support employees to develop their digital skills.   This includes 
the Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA) Digital Learning Academy, ‘23 things 
Digital’ by the Social Services Council (SSSC), Office365 Training Centre, 
‘Learnmyway’ and GCF Free Learn. We will continue to promote these resources 
through our Digital Transformers is key and by driving employees towards LearnNL.  

 
2.2.6 A key part of our digital workforce strategy is to improve staff experience and workforce 

productivity by increasing digital literacy with existing Council systems. A practical 
example of this being our I-trent HR and payroll workforce system where our aim has 
been to increase use of employee self-service functionality, enabling employees to 
access ‘Myself’ anywhere using their own mobile devices.  

 
2.2.7 This work has enabled us to reach a significant number of digitally excluded Council 

employees who have had no previous access to Council systems. Over the last 8 
months we have delivered ‘mySelf’ familiarisation training to over 4,000 employees 
across Home Support, Housing/Estates, Streetscene/Land/Waste/Recycling and 
Cemeteries, Social Work and Facilities support services.  

 
2.2.8 This approach has been welcomed and very successful, and during May and June 

2019 over 11,000 employees directly accessed myself, a 40% increase in unique users 
prior to the training commencing.  Key to the success of this training has been a flexible 
approach to delivery based on the audience. We have provided group training 
demonstrations at key sites, drop in sessions for employees who are remote workers, 
one to one support for staff who have been less confident and e-learning materials 
such as guides and video’s for employees who need top ups, or are more confident in 
their ability. 
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2.2.9 In terms of “reach” and accessing employees who were previously excluded from this 

type of activity, there have been many learnings from our approach which will be 
applied to the wider roll out of the Digital NL skills programme across the Council 
including Microsoft Office (MS) Office 365.    

 
2.2.10 Included in this are a series of roadshows aimed at frontline employees which are 

planned to take place during September and October across our Facilities Support 
Services, Waste Management and Streetscene teams. These sessions, led by a 
Senior Manager or Head of Service, will give employees the opportunity to provide 
feedback on the implementation of mySelf and provide further learning for the future 
roll out of other digital technologies and systems.  

 
2.2.11 Following approval of the MS Office 365 rollout that will enable enhanced productivity, 

collaboration and contribution, a framework for training needs analysis has been 
agreed. The ‘Digital Transformers’ have attended an event aimed at preparing them to 
become early adopters of MS Office 365. The workshops also considered the types of 
personas or job types (office-based, partially mobile, fully mobile, field worker and 
school based support) that they will be supporting. The personas will also help inform 
future communications and training sessions with employees to assist them in actively 
embracing the new ways of working. The rollout out that is scheduled to commence in 
October 2019.  

 
2.2.12 We have recently completed a training needs analysis with Elected Members and have 

put in place a revised programme of Learning and Development. Elected Members can 
now access their learning and development through our digital learning platform 
LearnNL.  Members have their own dedicated page on LearnNL that hosts all learning 
material relative to the topics identified in the TNA, as well as calendar of classroom 
based sessions.  This new approach offers Elected Members the opportunity to access 
their Learning and Development through any device, selecting learning that is most 
relevant to them both at time of need and in their preferred method.    

 
Improving engagement and digital literacy through Yammer  

 
2.2.13 As part of Digital NL, we are keen for our employees to increase their digital 

collaboration and insight into the broader context in which we operate, so that they are 
able to recognise the collaboration opportunities possible beyond seeing things 
through the lens of their own area of operation.   

 
2.2.14 We need our services to work together in more common ways, sharing knowledge and 

learning collectively to create innovative solutions that will deliver our ambition at pace.  
Prioritising effective collaboration across our service areas should lead to better 
information sharing, improved accountability and coordination on council-wide 
initiatives. 

 
2.2.15 In support of this, we have leveraged the Council’s Yammer platform.  Yammer is 

focused on the collaboration and communication between larger groups of people, 
such as project groups, departments and the entire organisation. Yammer has been 
used as a key vehicle to connect employees with our DigitalNL plans and good 
progress has been achieved through cross service working groups and setting up 
collaborative forums to exchange knowledge and ideas.  

 
2.2.16 There have been three Senior Manager Q&A sessions on Yammer for staff engage 

with Senior Officers. This is key to our employee engagement strategy to increase the 
visibility and access of the Senior Team, providing greater clarity about our direction 
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as a Council and how we are making progress against the North Lanarkshire Plan. We 
are also working on a schedule that will include all Heads of Service in these online 
discussions to bring greater depth of understanding to plans across services in line 
with our IiP feedback and recommendations.  

 
2.2.17 We are also using Yammer for employees who are undergoing management and 

leadership development programmes.  The cohort groups, whilst enhancing their 
digital literacy, are able to directly access their learning materials on line, collaborate 
on tasks or assignments and share knowledge and reflections during the duration of 
the development programme.  

 
2.2.18 Our Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Policy is something that needs to be addressed 

in order to provide an easier and more direct way for staff to access information, work 
remotely and collaborate efficiently with colleagues. This is something that will be taken 
forward as part of the M365 implementation and our wider Digital Transformation 
Programme.  

 
2.3 Working in partnership with the Scottish Government Digital Office  

 
2.3.1 The Scottish Government’s Digital Office team look to identify where councils can work 

together to drive digital transformation. Staff from across different Councils attend 6-
weekly meet ups either in person or virtually. The project aims to develop 
understanding of the organisational environment, leadership digital skills and 
transformation capability required to support digital transformation and innovation 
across Local Authorities in Scotland. 

 
2.3.2 To date we have used resources from this project to assess our essential digital skills, 

build a community of digital transformers and have also adopted digital workforce 
planning tools. The Digital Office and other local authorities have also benefited 
through our involvement and sharing our programme of work and learnings to date.  

 
2.3.3 We are also working directly with the Digital Office team as they review the wider Digital 

Data and Technology profession in the public sector to see how this might apply in 
Local Government. The project will identify what future roles will be needed and will 
evaluate potential models to deliver this capability. We will seek to build this research 
into our workforce plans.  

 
2.4 Building a pipeline of digital talent 
 
2.4.1 We are currently leveraging our Graduate Apprenticeship (GA) Scheme to enhance 

our capabilities in emerging professional roles such as IT Operations Managers and 
Cyber Security Specialists. In September 2019 three employees from our Business 
Solutions team commenced a 4-year GA programme and we anticipate a further 
demand for these areas our 2020 GA programme.  

 
2.4.2 Over the last 3 years we have recruited 9 Modern Apprentices (MA) across services in 

Creative Digital Media and Information Technology. This opportunity to undertake work 
based learning has led to 6 individuals achieving a positive destination at the end of 
their programme, with 2 individuals pending qualification results. Over the next 5-years, 
and in line with emerging demand for more specialist roles in our own Council we will 
seek to increase the number of MA’s in areas such as Data Analytics, Information 
Security and Digital Applications.  

 
2.4.3 This year there has been an increased demand for Foundation Apprenticeships (FA) 

relative to current or emerging digital roles. 125 young people from across our schools 
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have been offered a FA’s in either Creative Digital Media, IT Hardware & Systems 
support and IT software. We are currently in the process of developing a strategy with 
Developing the Young Workforce Lanarkshire and Skills Development Scotland to 
ensure that we effectively engage employers to secure placements for current or 
emerging Digital roles across North Lanarkshire and this will be aligned with the wider 
employability review currently underway.  

 
2.5 Building a digital learning platform for the future 
 
2.5.1 As the demand for traditional classroom learning changes, we are continuing to make 

sure we have the best approach to delivering more flexible learning solutions using 
modern technologies. With over 15,644 employees the management of learning and 
development and the ongoing provision of meaningful, relevant and impactful training 
is a key priority for us.   

 
2.5.2 We are currently in the process of procuring a cloud based learning technologies 

solution which will be a key enabler for the Digital NL/SmartNL ambition.  It supports 
us to take an inclusive approach to developing digital skills, across North Lanarkshire 
and providing access to smart learning environments and content to address digital 
skills gaps.  

 
2.5.3 The significant benefits of the platform to the Council, our employee’s and 

communities include: 
 

1. Improving the learner experience and the breadth of reach – making digital learning 
accessible to all 

2. Increasing personal ownership and opportunity for lifelong learning 
3. Building employability skills through enhanced digital capabilities  
4. Reducing manual training administration and improved governance and rigour  
5. Improving tools and support for line managers and community learning teams  
6. Positive environmental impact  
7. Enhanced digital technology skills for businesses and to grow the economy 
8. Improved digital literacy of employees, residents and communities 

 
2.5.4 Change management planning to implement the new solution will commence in 

October following appropriate approvals and working towards implementation in the 
new financial year.  

 
2.6 Delivering Digital NL  
 
2.6.1 As the DigitalNL transformation programme transforms the way we deliver our services 

we must recognise how this will affect the size and shape of the workforce and what it 
means for existing roles as well as roles that are likely to be required in future. We are 
currently working to develop service specific workforce plans that will enable us to 
respond to this and ensure that actions identified to develop a digital workforce through 
the DigitalNL programme, are developed and progressed as part of our workforce for 
the future plans.  

 
2.6.2 50+ service specific Future Operating Model sessions were delivered over June and 

July with Business Managers or nominated service leads. These sessions provided 
feedback on previous generic workshop outputs and were used to compile an impact 
analysis using the POPIT framework (People, Organisation, Process, Information and 
Technology).  The overall outputs from these resulted in the digital workforce strategy 
recommendations and the service specific implementation plans.   
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2.6.3 A Training Needs Analysis (TNA) framework has been compiled to make the link 
between training and skills gaps, identifying where understanding is lacking in a team, 
demographic or personal level. The TNA allows for the creation of an appropriate and 
tailored learning provision, which can be developed specifically to meet particular 
needs and skills gaps. The TNA identifies who needs training, what training they need 
and what methods are available. 

 
2.6.4 The DigitalNL programme team and People & Organisational Development team are 

working closely together to ensure that the vision, ambition and plans are achieved 
and benefits realised. This partnership working will also ensure that plans are aligned 
to ensure successful delivery of the target operating model. 

 
2.7 Digital NL Classroom – Learning for the Future 
 
2.7.1 The Digital NL Classroom programme of work will form a key strand of the Digital NL 

Skills programme and will encompass all digital learning developments across North 
Lanarkshire Schools.   

 
2.7.2 Its primary purpose is to ensure that our provision in this area keeps pace with the 

changing technological expectations of young people including maximising the 
experience of those in the Senior phase who experience smaller class sizes, for 
example at Advanced Higher level.  

 
2.7.3 The programme has five principal objectives which will underpin future activities to 

expand digital learning in schools: 
 

• develop the digital learning skills and confidence of educators and 
education practitioners 

• improve access to digital learning and maximise the skills of young 
people in using it 

• ensure that digital technology is a central consideration in all areas of 
curriculum development and assessment 

• empower leaders of change to drive innovation and investment in 
digital learning and teaching 

• provide and effective set of mechanisms to enable digital learning 
across schools  

• Develop the digital skills of young people to equip them to meet the 
needs of the future workplace and key sectors. 

2.7.4 A programme of work is currently being developed to support delivery of the Digital 
NL Classroom, and this will begin with a scoping exercise between June and 
December 2019. 

 
2.8 Digital Skills and Inclusion across North Lanarkshire 
 
2.8.1 As part of the wider Digital Economy and Place work stream of the Digital NL 

programme, work has begun to scope the future provision for building Digital Skills for 
residents and communities across North Lanarkshire.   

 
2.8.2 This work will be focused on providing equal access for communities and businesses 

to learning environments and Digital resources, to build the digital skills they require 
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including those studying or in further education, those seeking employment and those 
working flexibly or running their own business.  

 
2.8.3 Through the Council’s Enterprise team, this work will also focus on working in 

partnership with local industry and businesses to develop training and education that 
will meet their digital aspirations, help to close skills gaps and build a digital skills talent 
pool for the area.  

 
2.8.4 As part of this work the team will focus on creating a link between locally provided and 

accessed digital training, education and employers and this will also be encompassed 
within the wider employability agenda.  

 
2.8.5 The CLD Partnership’s existing Digital North Lanarkshire community-based learning 

project, is managed via a multi-agency steering group. The group, along with project 
staff, have a detailed map of digital skills provision in North Lanarkshire. Provider 
details across the authority can be accessed via www.digitalNL.co.uk. Mapping was 
carried out as part of the project’s three year pilot programme and local needs for the 
future are also being explored as the project nears the end of its initial funding period 
in December 2019 and the future direction is decided.  

 
2.8.6 Next steps for this skills programme have now been identified and these include: 
 

• Stakeholder consultation and agreement on the creation of a digital skills 
academy concept 

• Discussion with key business growth sectors to understand the gaps in 
digital skills and recruitment 

• Explore and develop funding models and provider strategies for this 
work 

• A review of our current provision in areas such as the public access 
computer network, further research on digital exclusion and a 
consideration of future funding models for the Digital North Lanarkshire 
project aligning to the current employability review.    

 
2.9 Digital Skills Programme Governance 
 
2.9.1 As these digital skills programmes progress there is a growing need to ensure that the 

work streams are fully integrated and there is a common consideration of best value 
around key elements such as digital learning technology investment, funding models, 
provider strategies and the development and procurement of digital skills content.   

 
2.9.2 To ensure that this happens a Digital Skills Steering Group will be created during 

September and this will oversee the co-ordination of the overall digital skills programme 
and ensure the reporting of progress to the wider Digital NL delivery Board, CMT and 
Committees.  

 
 

 
3. Equality and Diversity 
 
3.1 Fairer Scotland Duty 
  
 Our work to build a digital ready workforce supports the recommendations of the 

fairness commission and the Fairer Scotland Duty to reduce the inequalities of 
outcome caused by socio-economic disadvantage.  
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3.2 Equality Impact Assessment  
 

Specific equality impact assessments will be undertaken, where appropriate, in line 
with Council policy and the fairer Scotland duty assessment process noted above. 

   
 

4. Implications 
 
4.1 Financial Impact 
 Costs associated with delivering digital skills are reflected within the overall Digital 

Programme investment and our Workforce for the future plans previously approved by 
the Policy and Strategy Committee. We continue to focus on maximising our drawdown 
of funding through the Apprenticeship Levy, Scottish Government’s Flexible Workforce 
Development Fund, and other sources to ensure best value for the Council. 

 
4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact 
  

There are a number of Council wide impacts on existing HR policies and processes. 
This will be managed through the programme governance.  
 

4.3 Environmental Impact 
  

Increased use of Digital Technologies will have an environmental impact in terms of 
reducing travel required to attend learning, and there will be efficiencies around use 
of material resources typically used for learning events.  

 
4.4 Risk Impact  
 

Effective identification and management of risk is considered critical to the success of 
the DigitalNL programme. A comprehensive risk assessment and Risk and Issue Log 
is being managed and monitored throughout the programme. 
 

 
 

5. Measures of success 
 
5.1 Ongoing measurable progress against our ambitions to build a Workforce for the 

future and achieve our Digital Transformation plans 
 
5.2 Measurable increase in digital skills, capability and confidence across our workforce, 

residents and communities. 
 

 
6. Supporting documents 
 
6.1 None 
 
 

 
 
Fiona Whittaker 
Head of People and Organisational Development 
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North Lanarkshire Council 
Report 
Finance and Resources Committee  

  
 approval  noting Ref FW/HL Date 18 Sept 2019 

  

Review of Special Leave Policy 
 
 

From  Fiona Whittaker, Head of People and Organisational Development 

Email LiddleH@northlan.gov.uk Telephone 01698 520629 
 

 

 

Executive Summary 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Finance and Resources Committee with 
details of proposed changes to the Special Leave Policy. These changes stem from two 
principal sources: 

• A review of Carer’s Leave provisions in line with work underway to provide family 
friendly, flexible policies and to assist in managing sickness absence levels across 
the council.  

• A decision by the Council to introduce extended paternity leave provisions to all 
fathers/partners of the mother. 

The amended Special Leave Policy is attached at Appendix 1 and for ease of reference, 
a summary of the key changes are detailed in Appendix 2. The Adoption Policy has also 
been updated to reflect the changes to Paternity Leave (copy of the updated policy is 
attached at Appendix 3).   

  

Recommendations 

It is recommended that Committee: 

1. Approve the proposed changes to the Special Leave Policy and the Adoption 
Policy 

2. Otherwise note the contents of this report 
 

 

The Plan for North Lanarkshire 
 
 
Priority                                Improve the council's resource base 
 
Ambition Statement            A Workforce for the Future − to improve the Council's resource 
                                           base and ensure that organisational capacity and capability is 
                                           fit for purpose for current and future service delivery. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
    

 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM 4C
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1. Background 

1.1 The Council’s Special Leave Policy supports the provision of paid and unpaid 
leave for employees across a number of categories and a full list of these 
categories is detailed in Appendix 1, page 28.  This list includes both Carers 
Leave and Paternity Leave and changes are now proposed to both of these 
categories as set out in this report.  

1.2 In 2008 the Council introduced a Carers’ Leave scheme, as it was recognised 
that there was a need for more flexible special leave arrangements to reflect the 
unique pressures employees experience when family members are taken ill.  A 
core part of this was the acknowledgement that this would also represent a fairer 
leave provision for individuals to look after dependents where they may otherwise 
be forced to report as sick. 

1.3 In 2016, the Council took the decision to restrict the criteria for Carers’ Leave and 
only consider applications where an employee has to care for a dependant who 
has a terminal or serious illness.  This was done as the circumstances for which 
Carers’ Leave could be requested were too broad and implementation showed 
that it may have been open to abuse. In agreeing these changes, there were no 
proposed changes to the maximum amount of leave or pay available. 

1.4 Three years on, the circumstances in which Carer’s Leave can be taken has been 
found to be too restrictive and may be contributing to the Councils sickness 
absence levels. Furthermore, whilst there is a clear definition of a “terminal 
illness” what constitutes a serious illness in the current policy is open to 
interpretation.    

 
1.5 In light of our review findings it is believed that current Carers Leave provisions 

are not fully meeting the main aim of the original policy, which was to help balance 
the needs of those employees with responsibilities for dependants with their role 
as an employee of North Lanarkshire Council.  

 
1.6 A realignment of the current provisions is therefore proposed, with the intention 

of achieving a more balanced approach to this type of leave for both managers 
and employees.  

    
1.7 At a meeting of Council on 21 June 2018 a motion was submitted seeking 

agreement that the Council would introduce four weeks fully paid paternity leave. 
  
1.8      It was agreed that the Council would commit to introducing a policy of four 

weeks fully paid by October 2018. Whilst this new provision has been 
implemented the Special Leave Policy requires to be updated to reflect the 
change, and the fully developed changes are included within this report. 
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2. Report 
 

2.1 Carer’s Leave 

2.1.1   As stated at 1.6 above a review of the current Carers’ leave provisions required 
to be undertaken to achieve a more balanced approach to this type of leave. The 
proposed changes are outlined below.  Carers’ Leave is currently offered up to a 
maximum of thirteen weeks full pay and thirteen weeks half pay. 

2.1.2 An analysis of Carers’ Leave taken in the period January 2017 to January 2019 
demonstrates the following trends: 

• Over the period Jan 17 to Jan 19 less than 1.5% (184 employees) of 
employees took Carers Leave. 

• 12 employees (6 per year) (6.5%) took 13 weeks full pay (65 days)  
• The average number of days taken were 19.5 days (approx. 4 weeks). This 

is well below the 26 weeks available.    
 

2.1.3   The Government intends to introduce two weeks statutory Carers’ Leave 
therefore it is proposed that as Carers’ Leave is a type of special leave we 
remove the reference to Carers’ Leave and include this type of leave under 
“time off for dependants”.  This prevents any confusion in having two categories 
of leave with the same name.  

 
2.1.4   The leave will be broken down into three distinct categories with specific 

definitions for each. More detail on the definitions are contained in Section 6, 
pages 6-8 of the updated Special Leave Policy (attached). Taking into account 
information from iTrent on the amount of Carers’ Leave taken in the last two 
years the amount of leave and pay available has been reduced and separate 
entitlements applied to Category 1.  

 
Proposed categories of Special Leave for Carers 
 
           1.  Terminal Illness of a Dependant - 8 weeks paid/ 8 weeks unpaid (the 8 

weeks paid leave may be extended to a maximum of 13 weeks paid leave, 
each case will be considered on its own merits taking into account the 
individuals circumstances and in discussion with Employee Relations to 
ensure a consistent approach); 

 
           2.  Serious/Long Term Health Condition of a Dependant - 4 weeks paid/ 4 

weeks unpaid. This takes into account the average time that has been taken 
over the last 2 years;  

 
           3.   Post-Operative Recovery - 4 weeks paid/4 weeks unpaid. This takes into 

account the maximum amount of time required to care for a dependant 
recovering from particular types of surgeries, but also allows for other factors 
that may impact on the amount of leave required. 

                
                Whilst not exhaustive a list of the types of operations that may require 

support at home will be detailed in the Special Leave Guidance Note, along 
with the timescales for the amount of leave that may be required. 
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2.1.5    In order to be eligible for the above leave employees will still require to have 26 
weeks continuous service with the council.  

 
 
2.2  Paternity Leave 

2.2.1 Following the motion on 18 June 2018 to seek approval on the proposals for the 
implementation of the increase to four weeks paid paternity leave for the 
father/partner of the expectant/new mother. 

2.2.2 It was recommended that the Council would maintain current provision of one 
weeks maternity support leave and pay and one weeks statutory paternity leave 
topped up to full pay, plus two weeks additional weeks occupational paternity 
leave and full pay that must be taken within 12 months of the birth and in blocks 
of no less than one week (subject to the exigencies of the service) 

2.2.3 The new arrangements for paternity leave is also applicable to employees who 
are adopting. 

2.2.4 The Special Leave Policy (Appendix 1) and Adoption Policy (Appendix 3) have 
now been updated to reflect this change and employees now have access to this 
benefit.  The trade unions have been informed and welcomed this change. 

 
2.3       Other Amendments  
 
            Some other amendments have been made to the Special Leave Policy and a 

summary of these, and the key changes outlined above are referenced in 
Appendix 2.  

 
 
2.4 Consultation 
 
2.4.1 Consultation on the proposed changes to Carers’ Leave was carried out with 

the joint trade unions and the Employee Equality Forum. The Trade Unions fully 
supported the changes and in particular welcomed the intention to extend the 
provisions to those employees that care for dependants with serious and long 
term conditions.  The trade unions had no concerns with the proposal to reduce 
the amount of time available, as the evidence supported this.          

 
The Employee Equality Forum were concerned that the definition of a 
“dependant” was not in line with the Carers (Scotland) Act 2018 which states that 
a person does not need to live with the employee for them to receive care or 
support from that person and therefore managers would not consider requests 
out with the prescriptive definition. Whilst the Carers Act does not place any 
requirement on employers to provide any form of leave the policy has been 
updated to reflect this definition.  
 
The Employee Equality Forum also wished it recognised that there may be 
occasions where an employee requires more time off than is defined in the policy. 
In these circumstances other options would be explored taking into account the 
merits of the case and any obligations under the Equality Act.      
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3. Equality and Diversity 
 
3.1 Fairer Scotland 

 
There are no Fairer Scotland implications. 

 
3.2 Equality Impact Assessment 
   
 All policies associated with Special Leave are considered for equality impact 

implications. An equality impact assessment has been completed in accordance 
with the Public Sector Equality Duty.      

 
 
 
4. Implications 
 
4.1 Financial Impact 
 
 Paternity Leave   
 

It is difficult at this stage to determine the financial impact of this change as that 
will depend on how many people take paternity leave and what salary they are 
on. Between 1 April 2017 and 31 March 2018 24 employees (exc. teaching staff) 
took paternity leave (inclusive of maternity support leave) at a cost of approx. 
£12,500, an average cost of £520 per employee. Only six employees took two 
the full 2 weeks paternity leave as the second week is currently paid at the 
statutory rate.  

          If all 24 employees had four weeks fully paid paternity leave the cost would have 
been approx. £46,500, an additional total cost of £34,000. This increases the 
average cost per employee to approx. £1,937.   
 

           Carers’ Leave  
 
         It is difficult at this stage to determine any financial impact of the change to Carers’ 

Leave. However as it is considered that employees are taking sick leave as they 
are unable to utilise Carers’ Leave the impact of the changes should be the 
reduction in the cost of sickness absence.       

 
    
4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact 
 
 The Special Leave policy and Adoption policy have been reviewed and updated 

to include the proposed changes.  Subject to Committee approval the updated 
policies will be implemented and managers and employees notified of the key 
changes.    

 
 
4.3 Environmental Impact 
  
 There is no environmental impact. 
  
4.4 Risk Impact 
  
 It is anticipated that greater access to Carers Leave will assist with the 

reduction of sickness absence.  Improved access to Paternity Leave will support 
the Council’s role in promoting an appropriate worklife balance.  
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5. Measures of success 
 
5.1 Proposed changes to the Special Leave Policy will ensure it remains fit for 

purpose. 

__________________________________________ 
 
6.        Supporting Documents 
 
6.1     Appendix 1 

 
Updated Special Leave Policy 

6.2     Appendix 2 
6.3     Appendix 3                     

Summary of Key Changes 
Updated Adoption Policy 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiona Whittaker 
Head of People & Organisational Development 
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1  Introduction  
  
The council recognises that there will be times when employees may require special 
leave to undertake obligations or attend events outside of their working life.  While it 
is expected that there will be instances where such responsibilities/events can be 
supported through the use of annual leave or flexible leave, this policy explains the 
additional support which may be available.    
  
This policy should be read in conjunction with the council's Smarter Working  
Policy, Managing Attendance Policy and Special Leave Guidance Note.   
  
  
2  Legislation  
  
This policy was created taking into account and incorporating the following 
legislation:-  
  

• Children and Families Act 2014 
• The Shared Parental Leave Regulations 2014  
• Equality Act 2010  
• Work and Families Act 2006 
• Employment Act 2002 
• Employment Relations Act 1999  
• Employment Rights Act 1996 
• Juries Act 1974 

  
  

3  Our Position  
  
The council recognises the requirement for fairness and consistency when 
considering requests for special leave.    All applications for special leave will be 
examined on an individual basis, having due regard to the council policies on 
Equality of Opportunity in Employment and Dignity at Work.    
  
In authorising special leave, managers should consider:-  
  

• all the circumstances surrounding the request,   
• the need to ensure that services are minimally disrupted, and  
• consistency of application of this policy throughout the council.  

  
Managers are required to ensure that, in line with responsibilities under the Equality 
Act 2010, special consideration is given to requests from disabled employees (or 
employees supporting a disabled dependant), where that request is linked to a 
matter arising from the disability.  This will include the requirement to consider 
reasonable adjustments, as appropriate.  
  
The Equality Act 2010 defines a disability as “a physical or mental impairment which 
has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on your ability to carry out normal 
day-to-day activities.”  If clarification is required on this or any area of the policy, 
managers should contact People & Organisational Development.  
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4  Scope  
  
This policy is available to all employees of the council, regardless of length of service 
or contractual status, with the exception of teachers who are covered by a separate 
policy.  There are, however, eligibility criteria for Time off for Dependants (Section 
6.4 to 6.6), Statutory/Occupational Paternity Leave (section 7.2), Shared Parental 
Leave (section 7.3) and Career Break (Section 20).  
  
All special leave granted will be to a maximum of an employee’s contracted daily 
hours and calculated on the basis of a “normal working week”.  
  
5  Bereavement  
  
It is expected that managers will take all circumstances into account when granting 
paid leave for bereavement, such as the closeness of the relationship and whether 
the employee is responsible for making the funeral arrangements.  
  
If necessary employees can take annual and/or, if eligible, flexi leave.  This would be 
in addition to bereavement leave and subject to approval from his/her manager and 
the exigencies of the service.  
  
The following guidelines should be adhered to bearing in mind the conditions 
detailed above:-  
  
Close Relationships  
  
• 1 day to attend the funeral   
• 2 compassionate days   
  
However, the amount of leave granted will depend on the individual circumstances of 
each case, such as the closeness of the relationship.  Close relationships would 
generally include:  
  
  Parent(s)  
  Sibling(s)  
  Child/ren  
  Spouse or partner  
  Spouse or partner’s parent(s) or child/ren  
  Grandparents or grandchildren  
  
These relationships would also include step relationships.  
  
Additional leave of up to 2 days will be granted to conduct business in connection 
with the funeral if undertaking this responsibility.  This leave will normally only be 
granted to employees who are the designated next of kin of the deceased person.  
  
Bereavement leave for part time/job share/flexible working employees will be 
authorised as the equivalent of up to one of their normal working weeks.  In all 
circumstances, paid leave will be up to a maximum of contracted daily hours.  
 
Other relatives of the Employee or their Spouse or Partner  
  
Paid leave to attend the funeral up to a maximum of one day per occasion, with a 
maximum of three occasions in a rolling 12 month period.  
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Friend or Colleague  
  
Paid leave to attend the funeral up to a maximum of one half day per occasion with a 
maximum of three occasions in a rolling 12 month period.  
  
The above allowances for each category of leave for bereavement are considered to 
be inclusive of any travel time necessary to attend the funeral.  
 
 
6  Time Off for Dependants  
  
A dependant is someone who depends on the employee for care. Normally, 
this will be a spouse, partner, child, or parent, however a dependant may also 
be someone who reasonably relies on the employee to make arrangements for 
the provision of care i.e an elderly neighbour or a friend that has no other 
support network.   
 
Where special leave is required for the purposes of supporting or caring for a 
dependant, special consideration to appropriate provision must be made where the 
person for whom the employee is providing support or care to, has a disability.  
Further advice is available from People & Organisational Development.  
  
In all circumstances, paid leave will be up to a maximum of contracted daily hours.  
  
It is accepted that in certain limited circumstances an employee may be unable to 
discuss the requirement for special leave in advance with his/her manager.  In such 
circumstances, the employee must make contact with the appropriate manager by 
telephone (text messaging and email are not acceptable unless alternative contact 
arrangements have been made as part of a reasonable adjustment) as soon as 
possible and not later than the commencement of core time on the day the leave is 
required, or within 1 hour of normal starting time.  Failure by the employee to make 
contact with his/her manager could result in the employee taking unauthorised leave 
of absence which may lead to disciplinary action.  
  
An “occasion” as defined within the policy is one instance where an employee is 
required to apply for and take special leave.  The number of occasions provided for 
relate to each employee and not each dependant.  An occasion may be as little as 
one hour up to a maximum of one day – there is not an automatic entitlement to a full 
day off.  
  
An employee may use annual and/or, if eligible, flexi leave in addition to each of the 
occasions outlined in Section 6, subject to authorisation by his/her manager and the 
exigencies of the service.  
  
An employee is eligible to time off during working hours to take necessary action for 
the circumstances listed below.  
  
  
6.1    Support of Dependant(s)  
  
Paid leave will be granted on up to 3 occasions in a rolling 12 month period, limited 
to a maximum of up to 1 working day on each occasion.  Special leave may be 
granted to support the following circumstances:  
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• To provide assistance or make arrangements for the provision of care for a 
dependant who is ill, falls ill or is injured.  

  
• To make alternative arrangements for the care of a dependant whose normal 

care arrangements are unexpectedly and unavoidably disrupted, i.e. illness of 
the usual carer.  

  
• To make arrangements to deal with an incident which involves a child of the 

employee and which occurs unexpectedly in a period during which an 
educational establishment which the child attends has responsibility for that 
child.  

  
Category 6.1 may be taken as 3 consecutive days with the agreement of the line 
manager.  However, each occasion cannot be authorised in advance and the 
employee is required to contact his/her line manager by telephone (text messaging 
and email are not acceptable unless alternative arrangements have been agreed as 
a reasonable adjustment) on a daily basis.  This should be done as soon as 
possible and not later than the commencement of core time on the day the leave is 
required or within 1 hour of normal starting time.  
  
Special leave taken over consecutive days will only be granted subject to the 
exigencies of the service.  Employees who are required to take this leave over 
consecutive days must be aware that they will not have any further special leave 
provision available to them under this category for a further 12 months.  
 
Employees who wish to provide support to dependants recovering from short term 
illness or incapacity may also be granted a temporary change in working hours e.g. 
later start or earlier finish, to assist in the provision of care or to assist with childcare 
responsibilities.  Alternatively, annual leave, flexi leave or unpaid leave may be 
granted.  

 
6.2   Attending Hospital with a Dependant  

  
Paid leave will be granted on up to 2 occasions in a rolling 12 month period, limited 
to a maximum of up to 1 working day on each occasion, to attend a prearranged 
medical examination or hospital appointment with a dependant.  
  
A hospital appointment card or a letter from the hospital will require to be produced, 
to be checked by the employee’s manager prior to authorisation of leave.  

 
 

6.3    Attending Court/Children’s Panel with a Dependant Minor  
  
Time off may be granted to an employee who is required to attend court/children’s 
panel hearing with a dependant, and that dependant is a minor.  A minor for this 
purpose is someone under the age of 16.  
  
Paid leave will be granted on up to 2 occasions in a rolling 12 month period, limited 
to a maximum of up to 1 working day on each occasion.    

 
6.4    Terminal Illness of a Dependant  
 
A terminal illness is defined as an illness which has a finite duration in terms 
of life expectancy, and normally of no more than 12 months.  
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Up to a maximum of 16 working weeks leave in a rolling 12 month period may 
be granted.  The time taken may be broken down into smaller periods e.g. 1 
day or 3 hrs, but the cumulative total cannot exceed 16 working weeks.    
  
Subject to the appropriate evidence payment for leave under 6.4 may be 
available for up to 8 weeks paid and 8 weeks unpaid. This period of leave may 
be extended to a maximum of 13 weeks paid leave, and 8 weeks unpaid leave 
in exceptional cases and each case will be considered on its own merits 
taking into account the individuals circumstances.  

 
 

6.5       Serious/Long Term Health Condition of a Dependant 
 
A “Serious Health Condition” means an illness, injury, impairment, or physical 
or mental condition that involves one or more of the following:  
 

• A period of illness or incapacity of more than 3 consecutive days 
requiring treatment* from a GP, Hospital, Specialist etc .  

 
• Multiple Treatments (including any period of recovery) e.g. 

chemotherapy, radiation, etc., kidney dialysis, physical therapy, serious 
physiological treatment,     

 
• Permanent or Long Term Conditions e.g. cancer, dementia, parkinson’s 

stroke, heart condition, multiple sclerosis. Time off may be required to 
provide respite care, make arrangements for long term care.      

 
• Hospital Stays. This will normally only apply where a child is required to 

stay in hospital for more than 3 days. Time off for dependants receiving 
end of life care in a hospital or hospice is covered by Terminal Illness of 
a Dependant.  

 
• Up to a maximum of 8 working weeks leave in a rolling 12 month period 

may be granted.  The time taken may be broken down into smaller 
periods e.g. 1 day or 3 hrs, but the cumulative total cannot exceed 8 
working weeks.    

 
• Subject to the appropriate evidence payment for leave under 6.5 may be 

available for up to 4 weeks paid and 4 weeks unpaid.   
 

 
6.6      Post-Operative Recovery 
 
Time off to support a dependant who is recovering from a more serious 
operation and who requires support at home following release from hospital 
may be granted. 
 
Whilst not exhaustive a list of the types of operations that may require support 
at home are detailed in the Special Leave Policy Guidance Note, along with the 
timescales for the amount of leave that may be required. Managers must 
ensure that a fair and consistent approach is taken when approving leave for 
this purpose, whilst taking individual circumstances into account. 
 
It is not intended that time off under this category would be granted where the 
dependant has had a minor operation e.g. bunion removal, ingrown toenail 
removal, hernia repair (keyhole), haemorrhoidectomy etc.  
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Employees who wish to provide support to dependants recovering from these 
types of surgery may be granted a temporary change in working hour’s e.g. 
later start or earlier finish, to assist in the provision of care or to assist with 
childcare responsibilities.  Alternatively, annual leave, flexi leave or unpaid 
leave may be granted.  
 
Categories 6.4 to 6.6 above seeks to help balance the needs of employees 
with serious/longer term responsibilities for dependants with their role as an 
employee of North Lanarkshire Council.   
 
Leave under these categories, either paid or unpaid, will not be available until 
the applicant has accrued 26 weeks continuous service.  

 
 
6.7    Applications and Supporting Evidence 
 
Employees applying for leave under categories 6.4 to 6.6 are required to 
complete an application form and provide appropriate supporting/medical 
evidence. Please refer to the Special Leave guidance note for more information 
on the application process and appropriate supporting evidence.   
 
In all circumstances, the line manager must discuss the particulars of each 
request with the employee requesting leave in order to clarify the reasons for 
the application and to ensure that the type of leave requested is the most 
appropriate option in the circumstances.  
  
On receipt of an application, the line manager must pass a copy to the 
Employees Relations team and discuss the application before approving any 
requests.  
 
Leave for part time/job share/flexible working employees will be authorised as 
the equivalent of their normal working weeks.  In all circumstances, any paid 
leave will be up to a maximum of contracted daily hours. 
  
All leave granted will be counted as continuous service for contractual 
purposes.   
 
 
7  Maternity /Adoption Support Leave, Statutory Paternity Leave and Shared 

Parental Leave  
  
7.1    Maternity Support/Adoption Support Leave  
  
Maternity Support/Adoption Support Leave of 5 days paid leave (or the equivalent of 
one of the employee’s normal working weeks in the week that maternity support 
leave is to be taken) will be granted to the child’s father or the partner or nominated 
carer of an expectant mother/principal carer at or around the time of birth.   Paid 
leave will be up to a maximum of contracted daily hours.  
  
The availability of this leave provision will not extend beyond 56 days (8 calendar 
weeks) after the date of the birth/placement of the child.  It cannot be taken before 
the time of the birth/date of placement.    
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A nominated carer is the person nominated by the mother to assist in the care of the 
child and to provide support to the mother at or around the time of the 
birth/placement. For guidance on what needs to be considered when a request by a 
“nominated carer” is made, please refer to the Special Leave Policy Guidance Note.    
  
Maternity Support/Adoption Support Leave may be taken in one period or broken 
down into smaller periods, subject to the exigencies of the service.  
  
Please note:  Fathers or partners of expectant mothers/principal carers (who meet 
the eligibility requirements as set out in section 7.1) are legally entitled to 2 weeks 
statutory paternity leave, paid at the rate of statutory paternity pay.  However, the 
provision of maternity support/adoption support leave for fathers/partners is given as 
an enhanced alternative to one week of statutory paternity leave.  This brings total 
leave entitlement to 2 weeks, one of which will be paid at statutory paternity rates.  
  
If an employee wishes to apply for maternity support/adoption support leave, he/she 
must notify their line manager in writing, using the Maternity Support Leave or 
Adoption Support Leave application form (attached to the guidance note).  
  
  
7.2    Statutory/Occupational Paternity Leave  
  
In addition to Maternity Support Leave/Adoption Support Leave, a father, husband or 
partner of an expectant mother, who has 26 weeks continuous service with the 
council at the start of the 14th week before the expected week of childbirth, is 
entitled to one week’s statutory paternity leave which will be topped up to full 
pay. This period of leave must be taken as consecutive days and cannot be broken 
into smaller periods of leave.    
 
To qualify for statutory/occupational paternity leave, you must be:  
  

• The biological father, or  
• Adopter of the child, or  
• The mother’s (or adopter’s) husband, partner or civil partner, or  
• Have, or expect to have, responsibility for the child’s upbringing.  

 
Statutory paternity leave can be taken either from the date of the child’s birth or from 
another date after the child’s birth.  The leave can start on any day of the week, but 
must be taken within 56 days of the actual birth of the child.  If the child is born early, 
the leave must be taken within the period from the actual date of the birth up to 56 
days after the expected week of childbirth.  
 
In addition to statutory paternity leave a father, husband or partner of an 
expectant mother is entitled to two additional week’s occupational paternity 
leave at full pay.  This leave must be taken within 12 months from the date of 
the birth and in blocks of no less than one week (subject to the exigencies of 
the service) 

 
If an employee wishes to take statutory paternity leave, he/she must notify the line 
manager, in writing, using Form PS18, of the intention to take paternity leave, by the 
14th week before the expected week of childbirth.  If an employee wishes to alter the 
date on which leave will commence, he/she must give 28 days’ notice of this 
alteration, in writing, where this is reasonably practicable, to his/her line manager.  
An employee can apply for occupational paternity leave by requesting this 
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through myself.  Further guidance is contained in the Special Leave Policy 
Guidance Note.  
  
7.3  Shared Parental Leave  
  
For more information on eligibility and entitlement to Shared Parental Leave please 
refer to the Maternity Policy or Adoption Policy.  
  
  
8  Leave for Medical Purposes  
  
8.1  Non-Emergency Medical/GP Appointments  
  
Employees requiring non-emergency medical treatment from opticians, dentists or 
GPs should make arrangements to obtain such treatment outwith working hours.  
Where this is not possible, appointments must be made for the beginning or end of 
the working day.  
  
Employees with access to the flexi-system should clock in/out for their appointment 
and should not submit a credit adjustment for any time taken to attend non-
emergency appointments.  Employees not on the flexi system should discuss time 
required to attend such appointments with their line manager.    
  
8.2  Hospital Appointments  
  
An employee who has been referred to a hospital for examination/treatment should, 
where feasible, try to arrange appointments outwith normal working hours.   If this is 
not possible, then paid leave, up to a maximum of contracted daily hours, will be 
granted for attendance at hospital.     
  
A hospital appointment card or a letter from the hospital will require to be produced, 
to be checked by the employee’s manager prior to authorisation of leave.  
  
Where an employee is required to attend hospital on more than 4 occasions in a 
rolling 12 month period, the ongoing availability of special leave for this purpose 
should be discussed with the line manager in the first instance.  
  
  
9  Participation in Sporting Events  
  
If an employee is selected to participate in a sporting event at national or 
international level as a representative of his/her country, up to a maximum of 5 days 
paid leave (or the equivalent of one of the employee’s normal working weeks) in a 
rolling 12 month period may be granted.   
  
This provision includes team managers or coaches required to attend the event.  It 
also includes time off for an employee who is the parent/guardian of a child under 
the age of 16, and who is required to accompany the child while participating in the 
sporting event.   
  
There is no age limit if required to accompany a disabled participant.  
  
  
10  Jury Service  
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If an employee is called to serve on a jury, there is a requirement for an employee to 
attend by virtue of the Juries Act 1974.   The employee must notify his/her manager 
of the summons.  
  
The jury citation letter will require to be produced, to be checked by the employee’s 
manager prior to authorisation of leave.  
  
An employee will be granted leave with pay to attend unless exemption is secured.   
The employee will claim the allowance payable under the Jurors Allowances 
Regulations and this amount will be deducted from pay.  
  
  
11       Service as a Witness  
  
If an employee is cited to attend court as a witness, leave of absence will be granted 
as follows:-  
  
• If an employee is attending as a witness on behalf of the council, leave with pay 

will be granted, on the understanding that witness fees received (excluding travel 
and subsistence expenses) are paid to the council.  

• In the case of an employee called as a Crown Court witness, cited by the 
Procurator Fiscal or equivalent, leave with pay will be granted, on the 
understanding that loss of earnings received by the employee from the Court, will 
be paid back to the council  

• In all other cases where the employee is called to attend court as a witness, 
leave without pay will be granted. Employees can claim from the person citing 
them, the relevant amount in respect of loss of earnings.  

  
Employment Tribunal/Attendance at Court in Course of Duties  
  
If an employee is required to attend court as a witness on behalf of the council, then 
paid leave will be granted.  
  
  
12  Election Duties  
  
Subject to the exigencies of the service, and authorisation by the manager, paid 
leave will be granted to allow employees to undertake official duties at elections or 
referenda of North Lanarkshire Council.  
 
 
13       Justice of the Peace Duties 
 
All employers must, by law, allow time off work to enable a Justice of the 
Peace to undertake their role. Time off without pay will be provided. 
Employees can claim for loss of earnings from the court service. 
  
  
14  Local Authority, Parliamentary, Scottish Parliamentary   and European 

Election Agents  
  
Subject to the exigencies of the service, unpaid leave for a period not exceeding up 
to 10 days (or up to the equivalent of two of the employee’s working weeks) will be 
granted at the time of the election to employees undertaking the duties of an Election 
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Agent for a Local Authority/Parliamentary/Scottish Parliamentary/European 
Candidate.  
  
  
15  Local Authority, Parliamentary, Scottish Parliamentary and European 

Candidates  
  
Subject to the exigencies of the service, unpaid leave for a period not exceeding up 
to 10 days (or up to the equivalent of two of the employee’s working weeks) will be 
granted to employees who stand for election to another Local Authority/as a 
Parliamentary candidate/as a Scottish Parliamentary candidate/as a European 
candidate.  
  
  
16  Service in Non-Regular Forces  
  
An employee who is a member of the non-regular forces and who attends annual 
training camp for a period of not less than one week, will be granted leave with pay 
for the period of actual attendance at the training camp, up to a maximum of 15 days  
(or up to the equivalent of three of the employee’s working weeks) and subject to 
deduction of service pay and allowances received.  
  
  
17  Community Emergency Services  
  
An employee who is a member of a community emergency service, for example 
retained fire fighters, will be granted paid leave to attend emergencies during 
working hours.  
  
  
18  Holidays or Festivals of Religious or Ethnic Groups  
  
Employees who celebrate holidays or festivals on days other than those allocated by 
the Council and who have fixed annual leave (e.g. term-time) will be allowed, subject 
to the requirements of the service, up to a maximum of two of their working days, 
with pay to participate in such religious festivals.    
  
  
19  Interviews  
  
Paid leave will be granted to employees called to attend a job interview for a post 
with North Lanarkshire Council. The employee will require to produce an interview 
letter prior to authorisation of leave.  
    
If an employee is called to attend a job interview for a post which is outwith North 
Lanarkshire Council, the employee will be required to use annual and/or, if eligible, 
flexi leave, for this purpose.  
  
20  Training Connected with a Course of Study  
  
Please refer to the Learning and Development Policy for detailed guidance.  
 
21  Career Breaks  
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An employee applying for a career break must have two years continuous service 
with North Lanarkshire Council at the commencement of the career break.   
  
All career breaks will be unpaid leave of absence.  In addition, the period of the career 
break will not be counted as continuous service.  However, service prior to and 
following the period of the career break will be linked and these two periods will count 
as continuous service for contractual purposes, even although there has been a break 
in service.  
  
In making an application for a career break, the employee must specify reasons for the 
request and what benefits will accrue to the employee and the Council as a result of 
the career break.  
  
The council will consider a Career Break of a minimum period of one year and up to 
a maximum period of two years. There is one exception to the maximum two year 
break, and this is referred to in Section 20.3 Education Break.  
  
Employees on a career break will not normally be allowed to undertake full-time 
employment, either with North Lanarkshire Council or another employer, other than 
on a seasonal basis.  However, employees will be allowed to undertake part-time 
employment with another employer as long as it does not bring them into conflict 
with their post within the Council.  
  
An employee will be required to submit an application form for a career break to 
his/her line manager.  All applications must be approved by the relevant Head of 
Service in discussion with People & Organisational Development.  If the application 
is refused, the employee has the right to raise a formal grievance using the agreed 
North Lanarkshire Council grievance procedure.  
  
A maximum of two career breaks may be taken by any employee during the course 
of their employment with the council.  
  
An employee must return to work from a career break for not less than two years 
before a request can be made for a second break.  
  
Only in exceptional circumstances will early return from a career break be 
considered, with the exception of a career break for “other” reasons.   
  
A career break can be requested for one of the following reasons.  In each case the 
resulting vacant post may be filled on a temporary basis for a period of up to two 
years or possibly longer in the case of an education break.  
  
21.1 - Voluntary Work Overseas and in the UK     
  
An employee who wishes to work on a voluntary basis either overseas or in the UK 
for an extended period of time, can request a career break.  
  
21.2 - Extended Family Break  
  
A career break may be taken immediately following a period of maternity leave in 
order to extend time spent at home.  The extended family break will include statutory 
maternity/parental/paternity leave if this occurs during the break.  
  
21.3 - Education Break  
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An employee may apply for an education break to attend a course of study for up to 
two years.    
  
An education break may be extended beyond two years if the course of study is for 
more than two years.  
  
21.4 – Other Career Break  
  
An application may be considered for a career break that does not come under any 
of the above categories. For example to provide a further period of leave following 
exhaustion of time off for a dependant who has a terminal/serious illness.  However 
the maximum period of career break that can be added on to a period of leave will be 
one year, with the provision that the employee may return earlier than the agreed 
return date if circumstances change during the period.  
  
General conditions relating to career breaks are included in the Career Break 
Guidance Note.  
   
 
22  Other Special Leave  
  
There may be occasions when special leave is appropriate but may not be 
covered by the Special Leave provisions.  In these exceptional circumstances, 
the relevant Head of Service has the discretion to authorise special leave, 
either paid or unpaid, up to a maximum of 10 working days in total (or up to 
the equivalent of two of the employee’s normal working weeks), for situations 
not already covered by this policy.     
  
Applications for special leave which exceed 10 working days, either paid or 
unpaid, and which are not covered in the above provisions, must be 
authorised by the Chief Executive/Executive Director. It is requested that, prior 
to any approval of an request from more than 10 days leave is given that the 
merits of the request be discussed with People & Organisational Development 
to ensure that no unintentional precedent is established.   
   
  
23  Process for Applying for Special Leave  
  
Please note that the process for applying for special leave will vary dependent upon 
the type of special leave requested. Details of how to apply are contained in the 
relevant guidance notes which should be read in conjunction with this policy. 
  
Please note that leave granted in accordance with the terms of this policy, will be 
considered as continuous service with this council.  The one exception to this is 
leave taken under Section 20, Career Breaks, where the period of leave will not be 
counted as continuous service.    
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* SPECIAL LEAVE POLICY – SUMMARY OF KEY CHANGES  

Section (in new policy) Details of Change Reason for Change 
Section 1 - Introduction  Reference to Smarter Working 

Policy   
Previously referred to 
Flexible Workstyles Options 
Policy, Smarter Working 
Policy has replaced this  

Section 2 - Legislation  Updated to reflect all relevant 
legislation 

Update 

Section 3 - Our position  Reference to People & 
Organisational Development   

Update 

Section 4 - Scope  Updated to reflect category titles Accuracy. 
Section 6 - Time Off for 
Dependants  
 
Sections 6.4 – 6.6  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Definition of a dependant 
amended   

These sections replace what is 
currently Carers Leave 

Reference to Carers Leave 
removed as Statutory Carers 
Leave will be introduced by the 
government and this would 
cause confusion having two 
provision s with the same name    

The new leave is broken down 
into three distinct categories 
with specific definitions for each. 

Each category of leave has 
specific timescales and pay 
available.  

 
 

 

 

 

 
Update 
 
 
The current provisions only 
allow for leave for a 
dependant with a terminal 
or serious illness. 
 
What constitutes a “serious 
illness” is open to 
interpretation and therefore 
there is not a consistent 
approach. 
 
The current provisions are 
also considered too 
restrictive and may be 
contributing to the sickness 
absence. 
 
There is no provision for 
leave to care for those 
dependants recovering from 
a serious operation or for 
those with long 
term/degenerative 
conditions.  
 
The proposed changes 
seek to provide a more 
balanced approach to this 
type of leave for both 
managers and employees.     
 

Section 6.4 -Terminal 
Illness of a dependant  
 

Time and Pay available 8 weeks 
full pay, 8 weeks half pay 
 

The current provisions allow 
for a maximum 26 weeks 
leave (13 weeks full pay 
and 13 weeks half pay). 
However only terminal or 
serious conditions will be 
considered. 
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The statistics showed that 
this amount of leave was 
not required for these 
circumstances. The 
increase to the 
circumstances in which 
leave can be taken offsets 
the reduction to this 
category         

Section 6.5 - 
Serious/Long Term 
Health Condition of a 
Dependant 

Time and Pay available 4 weeks 
full pay, 4 weeks half pay 
 

New provision to reflect the 
need for this type of leave  

Section 6.6 – Post 
Operative Recovery 
 

Time and Pay available will 
depend on the circumstances of 
the operation. But a maximum, 
of 4 weeks full pay and 4 weeks 
half pay will be available  

Further guidance for managers 
on this will be contained in the 
Special Leave Guidance Note. 
 

 
New provision to reflect the 
need for this type of leave 

Section 6.7 - 
Applications and 
Supporting Evidence 

Main application process 
remains the same as before, 
however clearer guidance for 
managers on what needs to be 
considered and reference to 
Employee Relations added.      

Update 

Section 7.2 - 
Statutory/Occupational 
Paternity Leave 

One weeks Statutory paternity 
Leave will be topped up to full 
pay  
 
Addition of two weeks 
occupational paternity leave at 
full pay.  This leave must be 
taken within 12 months from the 
date of the birth and in blocks of 
no less than one week (subject 
to the exigencies of the service) 

Updated to reflect 
committee decision to allow 
four weeks paid paternity 
leave for the father/partner 
of the expectant/new 
mother. 

Section 13 -  Justice of 
the Peace Duties 

All employers must, by law, 
allow time off work to enable a 
Justice of the Peace to 
undertake their role. Time off 
without pay will be provided 

New provision in 
accordance with legislation 
(Employment Rights Act) 

Section 22 – Other 
Special Leave 

Section updated to reflect 
changes to who requests should 
be submitted to    

Update 

* Adoption Policy Policy updated to reflect 
changes to statutory and 
occupational paternity leave  
and pay provisions as outlined 
in Section 7.2 of the Special 
Leave Policy  

Update 
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Adoption Policy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Author Lindsay Millar Contact 
details 

MillarL@northlan.gov.uk  

Owner Fiona Whittaker whittakerf@northlan.gov.uk 
 

Date 15/07/2019 Version number  Document status Final 
 

Governance Committee  Finance and Resources 
Committee Date approved   

Review date  
 

Strategic Alignment  
Improving the Council’s Resource Base – A Workforce Strategy that is built around the 
needs of the Council (as a single resource base) to deliver the priority outcomes, 
ensuring future workforce requirements, new skills and innovative approaches, and 
succession planning are recognised. 
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process  N/A 
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Employee Equality Forum 
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1. Introduction  
  
The following adoption provisions apply to all employees of the Council 
regardless of their hours of work and contractual status, with the 
exclusion of those employed under the Scheme of Salaries and 
Conditions of Service for Teaching Staff in School Education, for whom 
separate provisions are in place.  
  

2. Legislation  
  
This policy takes into account and incorporates those principles detailed 
within the:  

  
a) Shared Parental Leave Regulations 2014    
b) The Maternity and Parental Leave etc. and the Paternity and      
       Adoption Leave (Amendment) Regulations 2008  
d) Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (Amendment) Regulations 2008  
e) Work and Families Act 2006  
f) Employment Act 2002  
g) The Adoption Act (Scotland) 1978  
h) The Adoption Agencies (Scotland) Regulations 1996  
i) The Paternity and Adoption Leave Regulations 2002  
j) The Statutory Paternity Pay and Statutory Adoption Pay 

(Weekly  
Rates) Regulations 2002  

k) Statutory Shared Parental Pay (General) Regulations 2014  
l) Maternity and Adoption Leave (Curtailment of Statutory 

Rights to Leave) Regulations 2014  
  

3. Principles  
  
The Council recognises the need for adequate adoption leave 
provisions to provide support and encouragement to all employees who 
wish to adopt.  
  
  

4. Scope  
  
The policy will only apply to:  

  
a) Adoptions involving children aged up to 18 years;  
b) An employee who has been approved to become an adoptive 

parent by a local authority or recognised agency/voluntary 
organisation;  

c) Adoptions arranged by a local authority and/or a recognised 
agency/voluntary organisation; and  
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d) Inter country adoptions that have the approval of all relevant 
parties.  

  
The policy will not apply to:  

  
e) Fostering, long term or otherwise; and  
f) Guardianships.  

  
Employees of the Council recognised as adoptive parents are entitled to 
maintain their contractual benefits, apart from pay, and discretionary non-
cash benefits during their period of adoption leave.   

  
  

5. Entitlements  
  
Leave Entitlements  

  
The following leave entitlements will apply to an employee regardless of 
his/her length of continuous service.  
  
5.1 Pre-Adoption Leave  

  
An employee is entitled to up to 2 weeks paid Pre-Adoption Leave that 
can be taken flexibly to attend to the formalities of the adoption.  An 
employee will be entitled to this leave irrespective of the fact that he/she 
may subsequently withdraw from the adoption process.  
  
Where both adoptive parents are employees of the Council, both will be 
eligible for Pre-Adoption Leave.  

  
5.2 Adoption Leave  

  
An employee who will be the principal carer for the adopted child is 
entitled to a block period of Adoption Leave of up to 52 weeks at or 
around the date of placement of the child.  

  
Where both adoptive parents are employees of the Council, only one of 
the partners will be eligible for Adoption Leave.  
  
  
5.3 Adoption Support Leave  

  
An employee who will not be the principal carer will be entitled to 5 days 
paid Adoption Support Leave which can be taken flexibly at or around 
the date of placement of the child.  
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Where both adoptive parents are employees of the Council, only one of 
the partners will be eligible for Adoption Support Leave.  
  
5.3.1 Entitlement to Pay  

  
Where an employee has less than 26 weeks continuous service by the 
end of the week they are notified they have been matched to a child, 
he/she has no entitlement to payment whilst on Adoption Leave.  

  
Where an employee has more than 26 weeks continuous service by the 
end of the week they are notified they have been matched to a child, 
he/she will be paid as follows:  

  
a) For the first six weeks, 90% of a week’s pay, this figure is inclusive 

of  any Statutory Adoption Pay to which the employee is entitled 
during this period;  

  
b) For the following 12 weeks, 50% of a week’s pay plus Statutory 

Adoption Pay, where the employee is entitled.  However, the 
combined amount cannot exceed his/her full pay;  

  
This payment of 12 weeks half pay will be made on the understanding 
that an employee will return to Council employment for a period of at 
least three months.  If an employee does not return, she will have to 
repay to the Council 12 weeks half pay.  

  
An employee not intending to return to work for three months will 
receive Statutory Adoption Pay, where entitled, during these 12 weeks.  

  
c) During the subsequent 21 weeks, Statutory Adoption Pay, where 

the employee is entitled.  
  

Any further period of leave will be without pay  
  

6. Keeping in Touch Days  
  
If mutually agreed by the manager and employee, an employee can do 
up to 10 days paid work during the period of statutory adoption leave, 
without losing statutory payments or bringing adoption leave to an end.  
There is no obligation on the employee to do this and it is important to 
note that keeping in touch days are distinct from keeping in contact with 
the employee.  
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7.  Service  
  
The Council will regard any period of Pre-Adoption Leave, Adoption 
Leave and Adoption Support Leave as continuous service.  
  

8. Right to Return  
  
At the end of the period of Adoption Leave, an employee will have the 
right to return to his/her substantive post, with no detrimental effect to 
his/her conditions of service.  
  
In exceptional circumstances, if an employee's substantive post is no 
longer available, the Council’s policies on redundancy and 
redeployment will be applied as appropriate.  
  

9. Notification  
  
Pre-Adoption Leave  

  
An employee must provide his/her manager with reasonable written 
notice prior to taking any of his/her entitlement to Pre-Adoption Leave.  

  
Adoption Leave  

  
Commencement of Adoption Leave  

  
An employee must give his/her manager, within 7 days of being notified 
they have been matched to a child or as much notice as is reasonably 
practical in the circumstances, notice of his/her intention to take 
adoption leave.  The notice must be in writing and must state:  
  
a) The expected placement date, if known;  

  
b) The date he/she wants the adoption leave to commence; and  

  
c) If an employee has more than 26 weeks continuous service at the 

relevant  point, he/she must also confirm his/her intention, or 
otherwise, to come back to work at the end of his/her adoption 
leave for at least three months in order to receive his/her full 
entitlement to pay.  

  
An employee must also provide his/her manager with evidence of 
his/her intention to adopt.  This should include the name and address of 
the local authority or the recognised agency/voluntary organisation 
arranging the adoption, the date on which he/she was notified that 
he/she had been matched to a child and also evidence of the intention 
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of the local authority and/or a recognised agency/voluntary organisation 
to place a child with him/her.  
  
  
Return to Work  
  
An employee must decide when he/she wants to return to work.  This 
must be no later than the last day of the 52nd week from the date his/her 
Adoption Leave period commenced.  
  
If an employee wishes to return earlier he/she must provide his/her 
manager 56 days notice of the date he/she wants to return.  
  
If he/she does not give the required notice, the Council can postpone 
his/her return to a date that will ensure the 56 days notice required in 
order to conclude any temporary arrangements that have been made. If 
he/she is not in receipt of pay, this extended period of leave will be 
unpaid.  However, his/her return cannot be postponed beyond the latest 
date his/her adoption leave period can end.  
  
Placement Ends  
  
Where the child’s placement ends during the adoption leave period, an 
employee will be entitled to remain absent on adoption leave for up to 8 
weeks after the end of the placement or until the adoption leave period 
ends, whichever is earlier.  
  
  
Adoption Support Leave  
  
An employee must provide his/her manager with as much notice as is 
reasonably practical in the circumstances prior to taking any of his/her 
entitlement to Adoption Support Leave.  
  
  

10. Ordinary/Occupational Paternity Leave and Statutory        
Pay   

  
In addition to adoption support leave, Ordinary paternity leave and 
statutory pay (adoption) may be available for an employee who is one of 
two parents jointly adopting a child, or the husband / partner of 
someone adopting a child individually (including same-sex partner or 
civil partner), subject to certain criteria.  There is a different criteria for 
adoptions within the UK from those cases of adoption from outside the 
UK.   
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Ordinary paternity leave (adoption) is time off to support the other 
adopter or to care for the child.  
  
Ordinary paternity leave (adoption) for Council employees is one week, 
which has to be taken as one complete week of leave. This can be 
taken up to 8 weeks (56 days) after the date the child is placed with the 
adoptive parent.  An employee will be paid, if eligible, Ordinary Statutory 
Paternity Pay however this will be topped up to full pay.  
 
In addition to the above, eligible employees will be entitled to two 
additional week’s occupational paternity leave paid at full pay.  
Occupational paternity leave must be taken and completed within 
12 months of the child being placed. 
 
Occupational paternity leave must be taken in blocks of no less 
than one week (subject to exigencies of the service).  An employee 
can apply for occupational paternity leave by requesting this 
through myself.  This will be recorded as special leave – 
occupational paternity leave. 
 
An employee cannot take OPL for any purpose other than supporting 
the adopter and/or to care for the child.  OPL is not meant to be used to 
cover any time spent travelling overseas to arrange the adoption or visit 
the child.  
 

 
11. Shared Parental Leave and Pay  

  
Shared parental leave (SPL) is designed to afford principal carers and 
coparents more flexibility in how to share the care of their child in the 
first year following adoption.  
  
The option to use SPL will apply to co-parents who meet the eligibility 
criteria (below), for children who are placed for adoption on or after 5 
April 2015.  
  
An employee who chooses to take up to 52 weeks adoption leave is 
defined as the Principal Carer. Co-parents are defined as spouses, civil 
partners, partners of the principal carer or a co-adopter.  
  
SPL does not alter a principal carer’s entitlement to 52 weeks adoption 
leave.  However, in order to take SPL, the principal carer must have 
served 8 weeks’ notice of his/her decision to end (curtail) his/her 
adoption leave or adoption pay early.  The remaining leave will be 
available as SPL.  The remaining weeks of pay may be available as 
Statutory Shared Parental Pay (ShPP).    
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To qualify for SPL a principal carer must be entitled to adoption leave, or 
statutory adoption pay, and must share the main responsibility for caring 
for a child with the co-parent.  In addition, they will be required to follow 
a two step process to establish eligibility.  

  
Step 1 – Continuity test  
  
A principal carer or co-parent seeking to take SPL must have worked 
with the same employer for at least 26 weeks at the end of the 15th 
week before the week in which the child is placed and is still employed 
in the first week that SPL is to be taken.  The other co-parent has to 
have worked for 26 weeks (can be discontinuous) in the 66 weeks 
leading up to the due date and have earned above the maternity 
allowance threshold in thirteen of the 66 weeks.  Details of the salary 
values concerned can be found at https://www.gov.uk/adoption-pay-
leave/overview   
  
Step 2 – Individual eligibility for pay  
  
To qualify for Statutory Shared Parental Pay the principal carer or co-
parent must, as well as passing the continuity test, have earned an 
average salary of the lower earnings limit or more for 18 weeks prior to 
the 15th week before the Expected Week of Childbirth.  
  
SPL may be taken at any time within the period which begins on the 
date the child is placed for adoption and ends 52 weeks after that.  
Leave must be taken in complete weeks and may be taken either in a 
continuous period or in up to 3 separate (discontinuous) blocks (subject 
to exigencies of the service).  The Council is not obliged to accept 
applications for discontinuous blocks.  
  
The minimum period of leave must be one week.  Eight weeks notice is 
required of an intention to take a block of SPL.  
  
Shared Parental Leave in Touch (SPLIT) days  
  
SPLIT days will be available to both parties during SPL.  These are in 
addition to the Keeping in Touch days outlined in section 6.  
  
If mutually agreed by the manager and employee, an employee can do 
up to 20 days paid work during the period of his/ her SPL (please be 
aware that the principal carer must take at least 2 weeks adoption leave 
before starting SPL) without losing statutory payments or bringing SPL 
to an end.  There is no obligation on the employee to do this and it is 
important to note that SPLIT days are distinct from keeping in contact 
with the employee.  
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